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India is considered to be one of the richest countries in terms of its diversity in culture and tradition
followed by the civilians. It is an awesome land filled with diversity both in topography and customs
but wonderfully knot with love and unity in it. It is the largest country in the Indian subcontinent filled
with host of tourist attractions decorated in it. 

India is one of the most amazing and wonderful destinations of the world loved by most of the tourist
and its popularity and fame spreading all over the globe. This tourist destination is a dream of every
nature lovers and exciting thrill seekers. India tourism is one of the most hunted tourist destinations
by many foreigners from different parts of the world. It is the largest servicing industry with the total
contribution of 6.23% to the national GDP and 8.78% employment rendered to the country. It is one
of the largest fields flourishing all over the world for its benchmarked attractions and hospitality. 

Some of the best tourist spots of India are given below:

Rajasthan

It is a well noted amazing historical destination of India. It is a picturesque state half covered by the
vast Desert of Thar and the oldest mountain ranges of the world that is the Aravalis ranges. The
state is well known for its Rajput heritages which are still visible in forts, temples and palaces etc
that adorns the site. There are many interesting tourist places are located in it. Some of which are
Ajmer, Jaipur, Bikaner, Jodhpur, Udaipur and Jaisalmer are the popular site with striking unique
names attach to its site. Rajasthan is the best adventure tour destinations if you are seeking to eye
witness the ancient kingdoms and statues of India. The place is crowned almost every year by the
tourist and thus there is a full swing tourism services employed in this particular area. You will be
amaze to see on only the magnificent buildings that magnetize the travelers. There are immense of
tourist opportunities and excitements pulsating which are quite alluring and impressive.

Goa

It is also another ancient state noted for its historical treasure but most certainly it is also the top
beach attractive site of India. Goa possesses most of the interesting and alluring beaches of India.
India beaches all over the world are fame for its popular nightlife and diverse incredible
characteristics qualities posses by each individual beach.  The beaches like the Anjuna, Calanqute
and Baga are some of the interesting nightlight prevailing beaches of Goa. The serene pristine palm
fringes stimulating beaches are Dona Paula Beach and Palolem beach of Goa, Kovalam beach and
Varkala beach of Kerala and Andaman and Nicobar island beaches are the beat beach destinations
of India.  

Some other adventure exciting sporting places to visit in India are Manali of Himachal Pradesh,
Darjeeling and Jammu and Kashmir offers unlimited host of games and sports like trekking, skiing,
paragliding, boating, and rock climbing etc are some of the common activities pulsating almost in all
this remarkable fun filled estates of India. Come and relish them to your heart content.
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